
 
Napkin Card Large Size 

  
  Cardstock:     Very Vanilla 6 ¼ x 8 ½   
                         Real Red or Riding Hood Red 6 x 4 
                         Napkin 5 ¾ x 3 ¾  
 
Stamp Set:      Sincere Salutations, Just Believe, Papillon Potpourri 
 
Ink:      Real Red, Riding Hood Red, Versamark 
 
Punches: Scallop Oval, Medium Oval, Large Oval, Decorative Label 
 
Victoria Crochet Trim Ribbon 5” 
 
White Cardstock Saran Wrap Assorted Napkins Iron Printer Paper 
 

1. Set iron on high, no steam. 
2. Separate printed part of napkin from white layers. 
3. Make a pad of newsprint or printer paper. 
4. Place white cardstock, plastic wrap and then napkin on newsprint with printed side of napkin 

facing up.  
5. Put 2 sheets of printer paper or newsprint on top of this. 
6. Begin ironing the layers, going over it evenly for a few minutes, making sure you iron the entire area, 

especially the edges. I even let the iron sit on an area for a few seconds to help it melt the saran wrap. 
7. Let this cool and while holding the napkin down with one hand, carefully remove the top two sheets 

of newsprint. Then slide your hand under the newsprint and pop the card up off the bottom newsprint.  
Check to be sure the napkin is fused to the cardstock everywhere - especially at the corners. If it's not, 
simply put the newsprint back down and continue ironing. 

8. Cut the piece to 5 ¾ x 3 ¾ size for your card. 
9. Fold Card base in half.  
10. Adhere napkin piece to red piece.  
11. Adhere ribbon across bottom by putting adhesive on back of red piece.  Adhere to card base. 
12. Stamp sentiment on Very Vanilla and punch out.  Stamp butterfly in VersaMark over sentiment. 
13. Punch background for sentiment with desired punch.  Adhere to sentiment then to card. 
14. Tie piece of Victoria Lace in a knot and adhere to card. 


